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a b s t r a c t
Although humans show robust equality concerns across a variety of situations, there is ongoing debate
regarding the extent to which any nonhuman species is inequality averse. In the current research, we test
nonhuman primates' reactions to conspeciﬁcs receiving equal and unequal payoffs using a “no-cost” method
in which subjects can respond to inequality without rejecting food. Speciﬁcally, we gave capuchin monkeys
(Cebus apella) the opportunity to trade with one of two experimenters, each of whom offered the subject an
identical reward, but had different histories of trading with the subject and a conspeciﬁc partner. An “equal”
experimenter had previously given a conspeciﬁc the same reward that the subject had received, whereas the
other experimenter was either an “advantageous trader” for the subject (giving the conspeciﬁc an inferior
reward) or a “disadvantageous trader” for the subject (giving the conspeciﬁc a superior reward). By offering
subjects a choice between experimenters, we removed several competing demands that may have masked
the expression of robust equality preferences in previous studies. Even though there was no cost associated
with expressing an equality preference, we found no evidence that capuchins differentiated between equal
and unequal experimenters.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Fairness is a central concern for the human species (Haidt & Joseph,
2004; Henrich et al., 2005; Henrich et al., 2006; Haidt & Joseph, 2007;
Henrich et al., 2010). In many cases, humans are willing to take costs to
ensure that situations are equitable (Guth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze,
1982; Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1986; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999;
Camerer & Foundation, 2003), particularly when they would otherwise be
at a relative disadvantage (e.g., Zizzo & Oswald, 2001). Disadvantageous
inequality aversion—reacting negatively to receiving less than someone
else—is present even in young children (Gerson & Damon, 1978; Birch &
Billman, 1986; Sigelman & Waitzman, 1991; Fehr, Bernhard, & Rockenbach, 2008; Olson & Spelke, 2008; LoBue, Nishida, Chiong, DeLoache, &
Haidt, 2009). Older children (Blake & McAuliffe, 2011; Shaw & Olson,
2012) and adults (Tricomi, Rangel, Camerer, & O'Doherty, 2010; Zaki &
Mitchell, 2011) also show “advantageous inequality aversion” against
situations in which others receive less than themselves.
It remains controversial whether nonhuman primates (hereafter,
primates) also react negatively to unequal situations. Studies using a
variety of experimental designs have yielded conﬂicting evidence
concerning whether primates attend to others' payoffs, and (if they
do) whether they have preferences regarding the equality of payoffs.
Some studies have reported that primates are sensitive to inequality
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when choosing food distributions for self and a conspeciﬁc, preferentially choosing equitable distributions (capuchins Cebus apella:
Fletcher, 2008; de Waal, Leimgruber, & Greenberg, 2008; chimpanzees: Horner, Carter, Suchak, & de Waal, 2011; Proctor, Williamson, de
Waal, & Brosnan, 2013; marmosets Callithrix jacchus: Burkart, Fehr,
Efferson, & van Schaik, 2007), while others have found that primates
choose relatively higher rewards for a conspeciﬁc rather than being
averse to the inequality (capuchins: Lakshminarayanan & Santos,
2008), or are indifferent to another individual's payoff altogether
(chimpanzees Pan troglodytes: Silk et al., 2005; Jensen, Call, &
Tomasello, 2007; cotton-top tamarins Saquinus oedipus: Cronin,
Schroeder, Rothwell, Silk, & Snowdon, 2009). This conﬂicting pattern
of results has led to debate concerning the sensitivity of donation
tasks to inequality aversion primates may possess (see debate in, for
example, Jensen, Call, & Tomasello, 2013; Proctor et al., 2013b).
In a seminal study, Brosnan and de Waal (2003) developed a
method (now widely used) to test primates' reactions to situations of
inequality. Brosnan and de Waal presented capuchin monkeys with
the chance to trade tokens for low-quality food rewards after ﬁrst
witnessing a conspeciﬁc partner performing a similar trade. When the
partner received a relatively higher payoff, and especially if the
partner was not required to ﬁrst trade a token, subjects showed
increased refusals to exchange tokens and increased rejections of their
food payoffs relative to when the partner received the same lowquality reward as the subject (for a similar pattern of results with two
populations of chimpanzees, see Brosnan et al., 2010a; Brosnan, Schiff,
& de Waal, 2005).
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Brosnan and colleagues have interpreted these results as evidence
that capuchins are averse to disadvantageous inequality. However,
such results are also consistent with the alternative explanation that
primates react negatively to receiving a lesser reward than expected,
independent of whether the expectation is set by seeing a conspeciﬁc
receiving a high reward (see, for example, Tinklepaugh, 1928; see
discussion in Chen & Santos, 2006). Thus, several studies have
included control conditions to test whether negative reactions depend
on whether the higher-value item goes to a social partner. For
example, the original study by Brosnan and de Waal (2003) used a
nonsocial control condition in which subjects saw higher-value
rewards being delivered to an empty chamber. As clariﬁed by a later
analysis (Brosnan & de Waal, 2004), rejections increased over the
course of the 25-trial social test condition in which the partner was
present, but decreased over the course of the 25-trial nonsocial
control condition in which the partner was absent. Brosnan and
colleagues interpret this pattern as evidence that subjects became
increasingly distressed at repeatedly being given a lower-value
reward relative to a partner monkey during the test condition, but
during the control condition either came to expect the lower-value
reward or otherwise overcame the frustration of repeatedly receiving
a less-than-expected reward. Studies using related methods have
found evidence of disadvantageous inequality aversion in chimpanzees (Brosnan et al., 2005; Brosnan, Talbot, Ahlgren, Lambeth, &
Schapiro, 2010), tamarins (Neiworth, Johnson, Whillock, Greenberg,
& Brown, 2009), long-tailed macaques (Massen, Van Den Berg, Spruijt,
& Sterck, 2012) and even non-primate species such as domestic dogs
(Canis familiaris, Range, Horn, Viranyi, & Huber, 2009; Range, Leitner,
& Virányi, 2012) and crows and ravens (Wascher & Bugnyar, 2013).
However, other studies using similar designs have either failed to
ﬁnd rejections in unfair situations, or have failed to replicate this
difference between test and nonsocial control conditions, suggesting
that nonhuman inequality concerns may be less robust than indicated
by initial ﬁndings (e.g., Dubreuil, Gentile, & Visalberghi, 2006; Roma,
Silberberg, Ruggiero, & Suomi, 2006; Silberberg, Crescimbene,
Addessi, Anderson, & Visalberghi, 2009, but see Brosnan & de Waal,
2006; Dindo & de Waal, 2007; Hopper, Lambeth, Schapiro, Bernacky, &
Brosnan, 2013; Massen et al., 2012). Dubreuil and colleagues (2006),
for example, found that capuchins given a low-value reward rejected
this reward at the same rate when a higher-value reward was given to
a conspeciﬁc and when a higher-value reward was simply out of
reach. Furthermore, Silberberg and colleagues (2009) found that
capuchins accepted nearly every low-value trade, regardless of
whether or not a higher-value reward was given to another monkey.
Finally, Bräuer, Call, and Tomasello (2009) failed to ﬁnd evidence of
inequality aversion using nearly the same chimpanzee inequality
aversion paradigm originally used by Brosnan and colleagues (2005).
1.1. Food-rejection methods and inhibitory control
In the current study, we explore the possibility that the null results
reported by several previous studies (e.g., Bräuer et al., 2009;
Silberberg et al., 2009) might be due to the high cost of the dependent
measure typically used to assess equality preferences. Speciﬁcally,
many previous studies have used a dependent measure based on food
rejection (hereafter “food-rejection method”), in which subjects can
exhibit inequality aversion by either refusing an opportunity to trade
for food or by rejecting an otherwise tasty food reward. Tasks that
require inhibiting prepotent desires can be challenging for primates
(Addessi, Paglieri, & Focaroli, 2011; Anderson, Kuroshima, & Fujita,
2010; Boysen & Berntson, 1995; Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989;
Evans, Beran, Paglieri, & Addessi, 2012; Pelé, Micheletta, Uhlrich,
Thierry, & Dufour, 2011, although see Amici, Aureli, & Call, 2008;
Beran et al., (in press); Dufour, Pelé, Sterck, & Thierry, 2007; Rosati,
Stevens, Hare, & Hauser, 2007; Stevens, Rosati, Heilbronner, &
Mühlhoff, 2011 for cases where primates perform well). The demand

of inhibiting desire for a food reward might prevent primates from
expressing equality preferences in food-rejection methods. Consider,
for example, some primates' performance on one common method for
assessing inhibitory control— the “delay of gratiﬁcation task.” In this
task, subjects must actively avoid an obtainable lesser reward while
waiting for a larger reward to become available. Although some
primates, like chimpanzees, succeed on such delay of gratiﬁcation
tasks (e.g., Beran et al., in press), other primates, like capuchin
monkeys, perform quite poorly (e.g., Anderson et al., 2010; Pelé et al.,
2011; Evans et al., 2012). Primates also tend to perform poorly on
other tasks that make demands on inhibitory control, such as reversereward contingency tasks, in which subjects must pick the lesser of
two rewards to obtain the one that is greater. Boysen and Berntson
(1995), for example, found that chimpanzees could not learn to select
the lesser of two rewards when the small reward was present, but
were easily able to solve this task when less tempting abstract
symbols were used in place of the rewards. For these reasons, it is
possible that food-rejection methods may pose unnecessary tasks
demands for some primate species (for similar inhibitory problems in
a related task, see Jensen et al., 2007; Melis et al., 2011),
1.2. A no-cost preference measure
In the present study, we avoid pitting equality preferences against
a prepotent desire, using a method that allows the subject to express
an aversion to inequality without rejecting food or taking any other
cost. In this “no-cost” method, primate subjects choose between two
experimenters: one who has previously behaved fairly, giving equal
rewards to the subject monkey and a partner monkey, and one who
has previously behaved unfairly, giving unequal rewards. This method
builds on previous studies demonstrating that some primates react
differently to social agents based on observed third-party interactions
(Herrmann, Keupp, Hare, Vaish, & Tomasello, 2012; Marshall-Pescini,
Passalacqua, Ferrario, Valsecchi, & Prato-Previde, 2011; Russell, Call, &
Dunbar, 2008; Subiaul, Vonk, Okamoto-Barth, & Barth, 2008; but see
Brosnan & de Waal, 2009 for evidence of limits on these sorts of
representations). For example, Russell and colleagues (2008) tested
whether chimpanzees formed positive or negative impressions of
human agents based on the agents' interactions with a third party.
They found that a chimpanzee spent more time near a human who
had previously been seen giving grapes to a beggar human, compared
to a human who had not given grapes to this third party. Similarly,
Subiaul and colleagues (2008) found that, with repeated exposure,
chimpanzees came to preferentially beg from humans who had acted
generously toward either a human or another chimpanzee. Herrmann
and colleagues (2012) found a similar effect in chimpanzees and
orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus); their subjects preferred to approach an
experimenter who had previously been nice to a third party (tried to
give food) over one who had been mean (prevented the food transfer
via theft). Finally, Marshall-Pescini and colleagues (2011) found that
dogs also preferentially approach humans who have been observed
being generous with their food.
Taken together, these results suggest that some primates can keep
track of other agents' behaviors based on how they treat other
individuals. To date, however, only one study has extended this choice
method to questions of inequality aversion. Horowitz (2012) tested
whether dogs reliably distinguished between an experimenter who
gave the subject and a partner conspeciﬁc equal rewards and an
experimenter who gave a higher-valued reward to the partner than
the subject. She found that dogs preferred a human who had overrewarded the partner, suggesting that dogs make their choices on the
basis of the potential for higher rewards rather than an aversion of
inequality. Here, we extend this sort of method to the question of
primate inequality aversion. Speciﬁcally, we tested whether capuchin
monkeys would form preferences for one agent over another based on
a history of equal or unequal trading.
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1.3. Additional beneﬁts of a preference measure
Note that the primary advantage of the preference measure we use
in the current studies is that it allows subjects to potentially express
inequality aversion in a situation that does not require inhibitory
control. An experimenter-preference measure has three additional
features that may provide greater sensitivity to equality concerns than
rejection-based methods.
First, because expressing an experimenter preference does not
require any cost, it can potentially pick up relatively weak preferences
that food-rejection methods might miss. Even a subject with perfect
inhibitory control might choose to accept a trade if the value of the
food reward is greater than the aversion to the inequality. For
example, consider the study by Silberberg et al. (2009), in which
subjects accepted nearly every trade in both the test and nonsocial
control conditions. In addition to showing no difference between the
conditions, subjects also did not show the typical frustration effect
after receiving less than an expected reward in a nonsocial situation
(Tinklepaugh, 1928). This suggests the possibility that the value of the
food rewards used by Silberberg et al. (2009) was high enough to
counteract any frustration or equality motivations on the part of the
subject. Humans show inequality aversion for goods that are both
high value (e.g., water when thirsty, Wright et al., 2012) and low value
(e.g., low values of money in a standard dictator game), but primates
might have weaker equality concerns that are only detectable when
there are not competing demands. Here, the food reward was
regardless of the subject's choice, allowing even subtle preferences
to be expressed. Indeed, as pointed out by Henrich (2004), foodrejection studies may not be an appropriate measure of inequality
aversion, as rejecting a food reward increases inequality. However,
there is a concomitant drawback of a preference measure: because the
two experimenters provide identical rewards to the subjects over
many days, initial preferences distinguishing the experimenters
might decrease over time.
A second advantage of a preference method concerns its ability to
detect both preferences and aversions based on equality concerns.
Food-rejection methods used to date have only measured subjects'
negative reactions— rejections of opportunities to trade— whereas a
preference measure can detect positive reactions as well. It is
plausible that capuchins may form a preference in favor of the
disadvantageous trader—indeed, the dogs in Horowitz (2012)
preferred the human who provided a better payoff to the partner.
A ﬁnal strength of a preference measure is that it is well suited to
test a previously understudied aspect of inequality aversion: whether
primates avoid advantageous inequality as well as disadvantageous
inequality. To date, few studies have explored whether primates avoid
cases in which others receive less than they do. The tendency to avoid
cases in which another individual is cheated relative to oneself is
rather late-developing capacity in human ontogeny (Blake &
McAuliffe, 2011; Shaw & Olson, 2012), and so may be present only
weakly in primates (see Brosnan, 2006; Brosnan, 2008). If primates
are only weakly averse to advantageous inequality, this preference is
most likely to be detected using a no-cost preference method in which
inhibitory control is not necessary and weak preferences do not
compete with a cost. Furthermore, given that advantageous inequality
is understudied, a no-cost preference measure allows for a research
design that investigates equally the alternative that subjects will
prefer that a conspeciﬁc receive a lesser reward than themselves and
the alternative that subjects will prefer that a conspeciﬁc receive an
equal reward as themselves.
1.4. The current study
In the present study, we employed this no-cost preference method
to study capuchin monkeys, a primate species that has long been a
focus of comparative work on inequality aversion (see review in
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Brosnan, 2006). Importantly for our method, previous work has
shown that capuchins can reliably choose between two human
traders based on preferences they have developed from watching the
traders' previous behavior (e.g., Paukner, Suomi, Visalberghi, &
Ferrari, 2009). However, to further verify that each subject could
express preferences in our method, we ﬁrst required that they pass a
“basic choice” condition (see Fig. 1 for an overview of the entire
method, and Section 2.4.1 for more detail about this condition).
To test both advantageous and disadvantageous inequality
aversion, the main study presented our capuchin subjects with two
types of conditions. The ﬁrst type tested disadvantageous inequality
(DI) aversion by giving subjects a choice of receiving a grape either
from an equal trader, who also gives the partner a grape, or from a
disadvantageous trader (DT), who gives the partner a higher-value
marshmallow treat. The second type tested advantageous inequality
(AI) aversion by giving the subjects a choice of receiving a grape either
from an equal trader or from an advantageous trader (AT), who gives
the partner a lower-value cucumber. As in several food-rejection
studies (e.g., Brosnan & de Waal, 2003; Brosnan et al., 2005; Bräuer,
Call, & Tomasello, 2006), we included a set of nonsocial control
conditions to ensure that any responses we observed were not solely
due to frustration at receiving a worse-than-expected reward, or to
preferences based on the quality of rewards associated with different
traders. These conditions were identical to the DI and AI conditions,
except that an opaque bucket replaced the partner monkey (the
rewards were placed into the bucket rather than being given to the
partner monkey). This created a 2 × 2 design in which we varied both
who received the alternative reward (social conditions in which
another monkey received the reward versus nonsocial bucket
controls) as well as the kind of reward given to the other individual
(DI conditions in which a DT delivered a higher-value reward to the
partner/bucket, or AI conditions in which an AT delivered a lowervalue reward to the partner/bucket). Each subject completed all
conditions in an order counterbalanced across subjects.
Several sets of results are plausible. Some have argued that human
fairness concerns support the selection of social interaction partners
who will provide high beneﬁts, but also avoid being taken advantage
of by providing disproportionate beneﬁts to others (Baumard, André,
& Sperber, 2013). If capuchins likewise have equality preferences,
these preferences might be expected to reveal themselves in a
preference for the equal trader over the disadvantageous trader who
previously provided relatively higher rewards to the partner monkey,
and we might additionally ﬁnd a preference for the equal trader over
the advantageous trader. On the other hand, capuchins might be more
inﬂuenced by prosocial motivations (e.g., Lakshminarayanan &
Santos, 2008) or image scoring (e.g., Russell et al., 2008), selecting
an experimenter who has been observed to provide beneﬁts for a
third party. Indeed, using a similar method to our own, Horowitz
(2012) found that dogs preferred the human who provided high
rewards for the partner, even though these beneﬁts were disadvantageously unequal for the subject.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
We tested four adult brown capuchin monkeys (AG, HG, HR, and
JM). This number is similar to several previous studies of primate
equality preferences: for example, Roma et al. (2006) tested four
capuchins and Brosnan and de Waal (2003) tested ﬁve capuchins,
though it is smaller than several other studies (e.g., Brosnan et al.,
2005; Bräuer et al., 2009). Our subjects were a subset of the socially
housed colony at the Yale Comparative Cognition Laboratory. One
additional monkey, the alpha male (FL), served as the partner
throughout the study (for considerations of how this impacted
results, see Section 4). Other monkeys in our colony could not be
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Fig. 1. Overview of the protocol. Each monkey ﬁrst completed a “Basic Choice” condition consisting of 3 days of training and 3–4 days of preference testing (until showing a 75%
preference for the higher-value trader across 2 days). Each monkey then completed each of the experimental conditions, in an order counterbalanced across monkeys. Each
condition began with 3 days of training, and then included 5 days of preference testing. Each day of preference testing included 16 reminder trials and 20 preference trials.

tested either because they were unfamiliar with token trading or
because they were uncomfortable trading in close proximity to the
alpha male.

2.2. Set-up
2.2.1. Enclosure
Subject monkeys were tested in two different locations (see Fig. 2).
The training sessions for each condition took place in a familiar testing
enclosure (3 × 3 × 1 m) that was adjacent to the main social cage.
Throughout training (see Fig. 2, left), the partner monkey remained in
the main cage, where he voluntarily sat adjacent to the testing
enclosure during the session. As the partner was the alpha male, he
was able to sit in the main cage and receive tokens and trade them for

food without interference from other monkeys. Preference test
sessions (see Fig. 2, right) took place away from the partner in a
0.8-m 3 side testing chamber attached to the testing enclosure. This
side chamber was small enough that a monkey could reach
experimenters standing on either side of the chamber (see Fig. 2,
right). In this way, the position of the side chamber allowed subjects
to choose between two experimenters simultaneously. In order to
allow for visibility of the main cage, the side chamber was not closed
off from the testing enclosure, and the subject was free to move
between the side chamber and the testing enclosure.

2.2.2. Food rewards
Experimenters traded tokens for one of three treats, each of which
had a different value for the monkeys. The high-value reward was a

Fig. 2. A depiction of the enclosure and set-up used during the training and test sessions. During training sessions (left), the experimenters traded with both the subject and the
partner (or bucket in the case of the nonsocial control condition) on the side of the enclosure. The experimenters took turns occupying the one trading location. During preference
test sessions (right), the traders interacted only with the subject from the side chamber that was attached to the testing enclosure. The experimenters were present simultaneously,
and alternated sides on each trial.
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large marshmallow-ﬁlled “dumpling,” consisting of a pouch of 1/12 of
Fruit Roll-Up (a ﬂat pectin-based fruit-based candy) ﬁlled with
Marshmallow Fluff (a marshmallow crème spread). The mediumvalue reward was one half of one grape. The low-value reward was 1/
8 of a cucumber slice. The medium- and low-value rewards were
routinely part of the monkeys' diet, whereas Marshmallow Fluff and
Fruit Roll-Up were provided very sparingly. However, each monkey
had previously been exposed to these ingredients independently, as
well as together. We further made sure that the subjects each had at
least one high-value “dumpling” several days before the beginning of
the study.
We conducted preference trials with each monkey to verify that
their preferences reﬂected these reward levels. Each monkey was
offered 10 choices between each pair of rewards (low- or mediumvalue, or medium- or high-value). All ﬁve monkeys preferred the
medium-value to the low-value reward 100% of the time. This is a
signiﬁcant preference for each monkey (binomial test, p b .001). Four
monkeys preferred the high-value over the medium-value reward
100% of the time (binomial test, p b .001). One of the monkeys (Holly)
did not show this preference signiﬁcantly, choosing the higher-value
reward only 70% of the time (binomial test, p = .172).
Importantly, the preference trials to verify food preferences were
conducted after the main study. Previous studies have suggested that
frustration at not receiving a reward that had been previously provided
in a study may account for some purported signiﬁcant results (e.g.,
Silberberg et al., 2009). To avoid this concern, we never provided the
subjects with the high-value reward used in our study (marshmallow
“dumpling”), though each subject knew what it was from limited
availability of the treat outside of the experimental setting.
2.2.3. Presentation materials
Food was displayed to monkeys on 10-cm × 25-cm metal planks.
Each experimenter always presented both possible treats on a plank
(grape and cucumber when the unequal trader was an AT who gave
cucumber to the partner, and grape and dumpling when the unequal
trader was a DT who gave dumpling to the partner). The treats were
always presented on the same sides of the plank for each
experimenter.
2.3. Procedure
2.3.1. General set-up
Three people ran each session: two experimenters acted as traders
and one experimenter, who did not trade, gave the monkeys their
tokens and recorded information about the session. In each condition,
traders were novel individuals who were unfamiliar to the monkeys,
ensuring that the monkeys had no existing preferences at the start of
training. Thus, across the basic choice condition and the four
experimental conditions, ﬁve pairs of new individuals interacted
with a subject. When a pair of traders interacted with more than one
subject, their behavior (equal or unequal) was counterbalanced across
subjects. The two traders always wore different colored clothing in
order to further distinguish themselves, and the colors each wore
were the same across each day of a condition.
All conditions of the experiment involved two different periods:
there were ﬁrst three “training sessions,” which were followed by ﬁve
“preference-testing sessions.” During the training sessions, subjects
were introduced to two unfamiliar human traders who traded tokens
for food rewards both with the subject and with the partner/bucket.
The goal of the training sessions was for subjects to learn that both
traders would give the subject identical rewards, and that the equal
experimenter gave the partner/bucket the same treat whereas the
unequal experimenter gave the partner/bucket a different treat. The
ﬁve preference-testing sessions tested subject preferences between
the traders by allowing the subject to choose which of the two
experimenters to trade with. More detail is provided about these two
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different periods of each condition in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3,
followed by a description of the different types of conditions in
Section 2.4.
2.3.2. Training sessions
At the beginning of each training session, the subject was allowed
to enter the testing enclosure. In test conditions, the partner was then
encouraged by the non-trading experimenter to position himself
adjacent in the main cage adjacent to the testing enclosure. The
encouragement consisted in showing (but not providing) treats, and
was typically not necessary after the partner learned to expect treats
during this protocol at the correct location. In nonsocial control
conditions, a bucket was afﬁxed to the outside the cage at the location
where the partner would usually trade. Thus, both monkeys could see
each other through the cage in the social conditions, and the subject
could see the bucket in the nonsocial conditions.
At the beginning of each trial in the social condition, the partner
and the subject were each handed a token by the non-trading
experimenter, who then stepped to the side. Once the monkeys each
had a token, one of the two traders stepped closer to the enclosure,
holding one hand outstretched while simultaneously displaying a set
of food rewards with the other hand. The outstretched hand was
within reach of only one of the monkeys, and was the signal that the
trader was ready to trade (for more on the token trading method with
this population, see Chen, Lakshminarayanan, & Santos, 2006). When
a monkey provided a token, the trader delivered a speciﬁed food
reward (see different conditions described below). The trader then
stepped away from the enclosure so that the non-trading experimenter could replenish the used token. The trader then repeated this
procedure, alternating between the partner and the subject for 20
total trades. The alternation was semi-random rather than strictly
back and forth, to encourage the subject to attend to all of the trades
rather than being able to predict with whom the experimenter would
trade. The ﬁrst trader left the trading area after completing 20 trades,
and the second trader moved into position to conduct 20 trades. The
order of the traders was counterbalanced across days.
Training sessions allowed subjects to learn that both traders
delivered identical rewards to the subject position, but that one trader
provided an equal reward to the partner position whereas the other
trader provided an unequal reward to the partner position. Subjects
completed three training sessions before moving on to the preference-testing period. The nonsocial conditions followed an identical
procedure except that the traders dropped treats into the bucket
rather than trading them for tokens with the conspeciﬁc partner.
2.3.3. Preference-testing sessions
During the preference-testing sessions, subjects chose between
the two traders they learned about in the training sessions. At the
beginning of each testing session, the subject was allowed entry into
the side chamber of the testing enclosure. The social partner or
nonsocial bucket was located in the previously described position,
again located as previously described. Before assessing the subjects'
choices between the two traders, we ﬁrst presented the subjects with
additional training trials. These “reminder” training trials were
identical to those presented in the training period, except that the
traders positioned themselves on the left and right side of the side
chamber rather than at the front of the testing enclosure. Each trader
completed four trades on each side of the side chamber, for a total of
eight reminder trades per trader. The reminder trials served two
purposes. First, they ensured that the subjects would be willing to
trade with either trader and on either side of the testing chamber.
Second, they ensured that the subjects remembered the speciﬁc foods
that they and the partner (or bucket) received from each of the two
traders. Compared to the original training trials, these reminder trials
took place in strict alternation and had more distance between the
subject and the partner.
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After completing these 16 reminder trades, subjects were tested
on a set of 20 preference trials. During these trials, the traders did not
interact with the partner or the bucket. In each test trial, the subject
received one token from the non-trading experimenter and then
picked one of the two traders for an exchange. Traders began each
trial on either side of testing chamber (see Fig. 2, right) with their
backs to the monkey. Once the subject received a token, both traders
turned around and simultaneously extended a hand to offer a trade.
After one of the traders was given a token, the other trader turned
away from the monkey while the chosen trader completed the trade.
The traders then switched sides and waited for the subject to receive
another token to begin the next trial. Each subject completed 5 days of
preference-testing sessions per condition, for a total of 100 trials per
subject per condition.
2.4. Conditions
2.4.1. Basic choice condition
All subjects ﬁrst completed a basic choice condition to acclimate
the monkeys to our token trading procedure and to ensure that
monkeys could show preferences in our set-up. This basic choice
condition did not include training sessions and required high
performance to “pass,” ensuring that any subject who completed
this condition could show preferences in our method.
Speciﬁcally, we presented the subject with test sessions in which
they received 40 trials of a choice between a trader who offered
grapes (the medium-value reward) to both the subject and the
partner and a trader who offered cucumbers (the low-value reward)
to both the subject and the partner. If monkeys understood the
choice task and attended to the kinds of rewards delivered, we
predicted that they should reliably choose the trader who offered the
grapes rather than the one who offered cucumbers. In order to pass
the basic choice condition, subjects were required to show a
signiﬁcant preference for trading with the experimenter that offered
grapes (75% criterion across 2 days of testing, a level of preference
that would far exceed the signiﬁcance threshold for the other
conditions). Only monkeys who succeeded in this basic choice
condition were allowed to move on to the experimental condition
(no monkeys were excluded).
2.4.2. Experimental conditions
After completing the basic choice condition, subjects were run
through each of the four experimental conditions (see Table 1) in a
counterbalanced order. In the social disadvantageous inequality

Table 1
The 2 × 2 design for experimental conditions.
Social test condition
Disadvantageous Unequal trader: Subject
inequity
receives a lower-valued payoff
(grape) than a conspeciﬁc
receives (dumpling)
Equal trader: Subject receives
an equal payoff (grape) to that
of a conspeciﬁc (grape)
Advantageous
inequity

Nonsocial control condition
Unequal trader: Subject
receives a lower-valued payoff
(grape) than what is placed in
a bucket (dumpling)
Equal trader: Subject receives
an equal payoff (grape) to
what is placed in a bucket
(grape)
Unequal trader: Subject
receives a higher-valued
payoff (grape) than what is
placed in a bucket (cucumber)

Unequal trader: Subject
receives a higher-valued
payoff (grape) than a
conspeciﬁc receives
(cucumber)
Equal trader: Subject receives Equal trader: Subject receives
an equal payoff (grape) to that an equal payoff (grape) to
what is placed in a bucket
of a conspeciﬁc (grape)
(grape)

The cells depicted here describe what the “unequal” and “equal” traders did across the
four different experimental conditions.

condition, the equal trader provided a grape to the subject and a
grape to the partner, while the unequal trader was a Disadvantageous
Trader (DT) who provided a grape to the subject and a dumpling
(high-value treat) to the partner. In the social advantageous inequality
condition, the equal trader provided a grape to the subject and a grape
to the partner, while the unequal trader was an Advantageous Trader
(AT) who provided a grape to the subject and a cucumber (low-value)
to the partner. The two nonsocial control conditions were identical to
the social test conditions, except that the partner was replaced with a
bucket. During the nonsocial disadvantageous inequality condition, the
equal trader provided a grape to the subject and placed a grape into
the bucket, while the DT provided a grape to the subject and placed a
dumpling (high-value) into the bucket. During the nonsocial advantageous inequality condition, the equal trader provided a grape to the
subject and placed a grape into the bucket, while the unequal trader
was an AT who provided a grape to the subject and placed a cucumber
(low-value) into the bucket.
Note that in each of the above experimental conditions, subjects
received grapes from every trader. Thus, it is only on the basis of
relative evaluations with the partner (and perhaps with the bucket)
that subjects would have any basis to react differently to the traders.
Furthermore, because each subject saw each unique experimenter in
only one condition, subjects' preferences for one individual experimenter could not transfer between conditions.
3. Results
In the basic choice condition, all four subjects quickly formed
preferences for the trader who gave the better grape rewards, with
each passing the 2-day 75% threshold after 2 or 3 days (2 days of
testing: AG, 3 days of testing: JM, HG, NN). These results indicate that
all of our subjects could show preferences in our setup and allowed
them to continue on to the experimental conditions.
We then analyzed monkeys' performance in the experimental
conditions using binomial probability estimates for each of our four
monkeys across the four conditions (nonsocial versus social situations, DI versus AI), with 100 choices per monkey per condition. To
correct for the use of multiple comparisons, we Bonferroni adjusted
our α level (α = .0125). At this alpha level, we observed no
preferences in either of the nonsocial conditions (see Table 2).
Three of our four monkeys showed no preferences in the social
conditions. One monkey, JM, did show preferences in both of the
social conditions. JM showed a reliable preference for the equal trader
in the social version of the AI condition. In contrast, in the DI social
condition, JM showed the opposite preference, reliably trading with
the unequal Disadvantageous Trader over the equal trader.
Comparing JM's control and social conditions, we ﬁnd that her
performance on the DI social condition was not different from the DI
control condition (Fisher's exact 2 × 2, p = .46), but was different on
the AI conditions (Fisher's exact 2 × 2, p b .01). Speciﬁcally, JM
preferred the equal trader over the AT more when the AT was giving
cucumber to the partner monkey compared to when the AT was
giving cucumber to a bucket.
Table 2
The percent of trials (out of 100) that each subject selected the equal trader in the AI
and DI conditions, both social and nonsocial.

AG
HG
HR
JM

DI nonsocial

AI nonsocial

DI social

AI social

%

p-Value

%

p-Value

%

p-Value

%

p-Value

46
47
55
39

.24
.31
.18
.02

54
60
48
45

.24
.03
.38
.18

51
41
59
33

.46
.04
.04
b.01

44
54
52
69

.14
.24
.38
b.01

With a Bonferroni-adjusted α-level (α = .0125), only JM's social conditions are
signiﬁcantly different from chance.
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4. Discussion
Despite using a no-cost preference measure that minimized
competing demands on our subjects, we found little evidence that
capuchins are concerned with the equality of payoffs received by
themselves compared to others. Speciﬁcally, in both of the test
conditions, three of the four subjects did not show any trader
preferences. Regardless of whether the unequal trader had a history of
giving the subject less than the partner or of giving the partner less
than the subject, these three subjects did not show preferences in
favor of either the equal or the unequal trader. Importantly, each of
these monkeys demonstrated the appropriate preference in the
qualifying “basic choice” condition, choosing the trader who had
previously given the better reward to both subject and partner over
the trader who gave the lesser reward to each.
One of the subjects, JM, however, did show preferences in the two
test conditions (but, importantly, not in the two nonsocial control
conditions). This preference was signiﬁcantly different from the
nonsocial control for the advantageous inequality conditions, suggesting that JM preferred the unequal trader that gave the partner a better
reward than her. These results are not consistent with an equality
motivation, but are consistent with either an image scoring account in
which a subject might prefer to interact with an experimenter who
has been shown to provide high rewards to a third party (e.g.,
Horowitz, 2012), or a prosocial account in which a subject might
generously prefer for a conspeciﬁc to receive high rewards (e.g.,
Lakshminarayanan & Santos, 2008). More generally, these results
suggest that capuchins might be able to form preferences about social
agents based on their previous behavior. This behavior may not have
been observed previously (e.g., Brosnan & de Waal, 2009) either
because of the repetition needed for preference formation or because
capuchins track differential rewards (as in the current study) better
than failures to reward (as in Brosnan & de Waal, 2009).
Why might JM, but not the other subjects, have shown a
preference for the trader who gave the partner the best possible
reward? One possibility is that these results may have been inﬂuenced
by the fact that the partner used in this study was the alpha male of
our colony. Although it was necessary to use a high-ranking partner
due to the set-up of our enclosure, previous ﬁndings provide some
reason to suspect that monkeys may show weaker preferences for
individuals who are prosocial toward high-ranking individuals. In a
study by Takimoto, Kuroshima, and Fujita (2009), capuchin monkeys
were allowed to deliver high or low payoffs to monkeys of different
ranks. In contrast to their prosocial tendencies with low-ranking
recipients, subjects had a tendency to provide the lower-valued payoff
to the dominant monkey, which was atypical given capuchins'
tendency to deliver higher-valued payoffs to others (e.g., de Waal et
al., 2008; Lakshminarayanan & Santos, 2008). This result suggests that
capuchins' prosocial preferences may be reduced when the partner is
high ranking. Assuming that primates might show preferences for
traders who provide the distribution of outcomes that the subjects
would have chosen, had they been given the chance, then our use of
the alpha male as partner may have worked against other monkeys
showing a pattern similar to JM (who at the time of testing was the
highest ranking female). Importantly, it is a very typical situation for
the alpha male to receive more and better food than the other
monkeys. This is true both when food is available in the cage and the
alpha male monopolizes it and when humans give the alpha male
high-value food in one area of the cage to distract him from food being
given out to other monkeys in a different area. More individuals might
show a pattern similar to JM if a lower-ranking partner were used.
Either way, it is clear from our data that none of our subjects showed
an aversion to receiving either more or less than another monkey,
even though there was no cost for showing a preference. Furthermore,
only one subject showed any signiﬁcant preferences for or against any
experimenters based on previous interactions with a third party.
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These results suggest that equality concerns and payoffs to third
parties may not inﬂuence capuchins preferences for social interaction partners.
However, it should be noted that although trades were conducted
in close proximity as in previous studies (e.g., Brosnan & de Waal,
2003), we could not assess the attention the subjects paid to the
partner's trades due to the structure of the set-up we used. Although
we speciﬁcally used our alpha male as the partner to make his payoffs
more salient (e.g., see Horner, Proctor, Bonnie, Whiten, & de Waal,
2010), it is possible that our subjects did not sufﬁciently attend to his
payoffs. Future research should measure subjects' attentiveness to
their partner and his payoffs directly. In addition, the cognitive load of
attending to two experimenters interactions with a partner monkey
may have limited the formation of long-term preferences about the
experimenters. This is consistent with the failure of Brosnan and de
Waal (2009) to ﬁnd preferences for a consistently rewarding
experimenter over an inconsistently rewarding experimenter. If so,
future research might investigate whether such a cognitive limitation
is a barrier to the practical use of equality concerns for guiding a
nonhuman's partner-selection behavior. Additionally, future research
might increase the inequity by providing both unequal rewards and
requiring unequal work: the strongest results in Brosnan and de Waal
(2003) resulted from providing the partner with a higher reward and
not requiring a token trade from the partner.
The no-cost preference method we employ here may be useful
for future tests of fairness concerns in other primate species, as it
avoids the inhibitory problems inherent in food-rejection methods.
Speciﬁcally, future use of the no-cost preference method may reveal
fairness preferences that might otherwise be obscured by inhibitory
control problems, the cost of rejecting a reward, and preferences
that are the reverse of experimental predictions. Furthermore, the
preference measure is well suited to expand on the image scoring
literature (e.g., Russell et al., 2008), in which an individual might
choose partners observed providing high beneﬁts to others. A
trader-preference method can be used to investigate situations in
which primates might socially evaluate others and form stable
preferences for individuals based on their behaviors (e.g., to select
interaction partners, Baumard et al., 2013), shedding light on which
“building blocks” of human morality might be found in other
species (Flack & De Waal, 2000).
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